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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Stable demand and significant value growth for laundry care in 2022
Sales boosted across convenience-oriented offerings
High possession rate of washing machines detrimental to hand wash detergents

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Stable conditions expected for laundry care over the forecast period
Popularity of liquid tablet detergents expected to increase
Innovative solutions being explored in sustainability and packaging
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Convenience and multipurpose functionality key growth drivers in 2022
Sustainability remains top of mind in Germany
Main players and sustainable new starters

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Tablet format expected to remain a key growth area
Hand dishwashing to benefit from strong awareness of energy consumption
Sustainability to remain key driver of future sales
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Surface care value growth driven by higher unit prices in 2022
Interest in multipurpose cleaners driven by demand for versatility
Private label gains ground in task-specific cleaners

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Surface care to remain relevant in post-pandemic years
Multipurpose cleaners to continue to drive growth in surface care
Private label to benefit from ongoing price sensitivity
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Demand for bleach continues to decline in Germany
Dan Klorix remains dominant brand in bleach
Bleach not as commonly used in Germany compared to other markets

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Innovation potential limited for bleach
Bleach to be negatively impacted by demand for eco-friendly alternatives
Dan Klorix projected to maintain lead
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Value growth for polishes attributed to inflationary effects in 2022
Hybrid working measures further impact demand for shoe polish sales
Polishes remains consolidated competitive landscape, dominated by three players

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Declining demand for furniture polish due to modern furniture materials
Reduced shelf space expected to remain a challenge to future growth
Metal polish expected to remain niche format
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Air care sales remain buoyant in Germany
Car air fresheners rebounds due to greater return to travel in 2022
Air care remains consolidated competitive landscape in 2022

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Leading spray/aerosol format expected to post steady declines
Car air fresheners to benefit from longer-term trends in car sharing
Electric air fresheners expected to benefit from smart home shift
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Climate change supports some demand for home insecticides in 2022
As environmental concerns grow, so does demand for natural alternatives
Raid retains dominance of spray/aerosol insecticides

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The EU Green Deal likely to impact home insecticides in Germany
Climate change will continue to shift consumers towards natural approaches
Players expected to increasingly focus on moving towards repellents
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

- **Strategy Briefings**: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
- **Company Profiles**: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
- **Country Reports**: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link [www.euromonitor.com/home-insecticides-in-germany/report](http://www.euromonitor.com/home-insecticides-in-germany/report).